
Discover the Best Fishing and
Floating Spots in Kendall County,
Illinois

Kendall County, Illinois, is a hidden gem for fishing and floating enthusiasts. With

its beautiful lakes, rivers, and streams, this county offers a diverse range of
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opportunities to enjoy the great outdoors. Whether you are an experienced angler

or a novice looking to spend some quality time in nature, Kendall County has

something for everyone. In this article, we will explore the best spots for fishing

and floating, share some tips and tricks, and provide you with all the information

you need to plan your next adventure in Kendall County, Illinois.

Fishing in Kendall County

Kendall County is home to several prime fishing spots that attract anglers from all

over. Here are some of the best places to cast your line:
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1. Fox River

The Fox River is a popular destination for both fishing and floating. Its calm

waters are home to a variety of fish species, including bass, catfish, walleye, and
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northern pike. Anglers can enjoy catch-and-release fishing or take home their

prized catch.

2. Silver Springs State Fish & Wildlife Area

This state park is located in Yorkville, Illinois, and offers great fishing

opportunities. The park features two lakes, Silver Springs Lake and Waubonsie

Lake, which are stocked with largemouth bass, bluegill, and channel catfish. It is

an excellent choice for fishing enthusiasts of all ages.

3. Griswold Lake

Griswold Lake, located in Yorkville, is a hidden gem for fishing. This peaceful lake

is stocked with a variety of fish, including bluegill, bass, and catfish. The lake's

quiet surroundings make it a perfect spot for those seeking tranquility and

solitude.

Floating on the Water

If you are a fan of floating, Kendall County won't disappoint you either. Here are

some fantastic spots for a relaxing day on the water:

1. Big Rock Creek

Big Rock Creek is a scenic waterway that offers a peaceful floating experience.

You can bring your own kayak, canoe, or inner tube and enjoy a leisurely float

while taking in the beautiful surroundings. It is a popular spot for families and

friends to spend a sunny day together.

2. Mazon River

The Mazon River is another great option for floating. This slow-moving river offers

a unique perspective of Kendall County's natural beauty. You can rent a tube or



kayak from local outfitters and embark on a relaxing journey down the river,

enjoying the sights and sounds of nature along the way.

3. Silver Lake

Silver Lake is not only a popular fishing spot but also a great place for floating.

The calm waters and scenic views make it an idyllic location for a peaceful day on

the water. You can rent a paddleboard or bring your own inflatable raft and

explore the lake at your own pace.

Tips and Tricks

Now that you know some of the best fishing and floating spots in Kendall County,

here are a few tips to enhance your experience:

1. Check Fishing Regulations

Before you head out for a fishing trip, make sure to familiarize yourself with the

fishing regulations in Kendall County. Different areas may have specific rules and

regulations regarding catch limits, size restrictions, and fishing seasons. It is

essential to follow these guidelines to protect the fish population and preserve the

natural ecosystem.

2. Pack the Right Gear

Ensure you have all the necessary fishing or floating gear with you. For fishing,

bring your fishing rod, tackle box, bait, and a cooler to store your catch. For

floating, pack a life jacket, sunscreen, water shoes, and snacks to keep yourself

energized throughout the day. Don't forget to pack a camera to capture

memorable moments!

3. Respect the Environment



When exploring the fishing and floating spots in Kendall County, it is crucial to

respect the environment. Dispose of trash responsibly, avoid disturbing wildlife,

and follow any designated trails or paths. By practicing Leave No Trace principles,

you can help preserve the natural beauty of the area for future generations to

enjoy.

Kendall County, Illinois, offers a range of incredible fishing and floating

experiences for outdoor enthusiasts. From the serene lakes to the gentle rivers,

there is no shortage of places to explore and enjoy nature's wonders. So plan

your next fishing or floating adventure in Kendall County and create memories

that will last a lifetime.
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Over 365 full 8 ½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial

photographs available. Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s

public ponds and lakes, listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes,

and exact locations with GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing

information for most of the streams and rivers including access points and public

areas with road contact and crossing points and also includes fish types and

average sizes.

NEW NEW Now with a complete set of 24 full sized U.S.G.S. Topographical Maps

for the entire county that normally cost from $12.00 to $14.00 each but are

included on the disk for FREE. These maps are complete full sized 7.5 minute

series quadrangle maps in 1:24,000 scale maps.

Contains complete information on
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Experience the Thrill of Fishing in Will County, Illinois Will County, located

in Illinois, is a hidden gem for all fishing enthusiasts. With its pristine

lakes, serene...
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About Grundy County Illinois Located in the heart of the Midwest, Grundy
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seeking pristine waters and...

Discover the Ultimate Guide to Fishing and
Floating in Brown County, Illinois
About Brown County, Illinois Brown County, Illinois, also known as the

"Gateway to the Illinois River," is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. Nestled in the...
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Guide in Garfield County Colorado
Garfield County, Colorado, is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. With its pristine lakes, rivers, and streams, this county offers

endless opportunities to...
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